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Volutes - Overview
•

•

•

•

Volutes is a collection
dramatic, sumptuous
statement jewellery.
The ethos behind the
collection is to provoke a
reassessment of a textile
that has long been
associated with
unsustainable and
unethical productiondenim.
An estimated £140 million
of clothing goes into
landfill each year.*
These pieces formed my
M.A.Design (Jewellery)
graduation collection at
Central St. Martins, UAL,
and this project was
nominated for the
Maison/0 Green Trail
Award.

*(source: Wrap uk -https://www.wrap.org.uk/content/clothing-waste-prevention)

Volutes Brooch series – Repurposed denim, recycled silver.

Volutes Brooches series #1
• Exploring texture and volume through the familiar tactility of denim, Volutes has its origins in the starched ruffs
and collars of 16th Century European fashion. This collection spotlights the ability of denim to hold sculptural
form, tell a story, and express visually striking colour and surface texture.

• The aim of the collection is to present denim as something precious, a jewel to be treasured and admired.

Volutes Brooches series #2
• To achieve this, I sourced denim that would have otherwise been waste through a generous donation from upcycled
jeans brand E.L.V. Denim*, and used some organic denim and recycled silver.

• The copper rivets reference traditional jeans construction and also the metal pins used to secure ruff folds.
*https://elvdenim.com/

Volutes Collar

Volutes Collar – repurposed denim, recycled silver, copper rivets, gold leaf
•
•

Exploring the theme of treasuring textiles and making familiar fabrics precious- denim has a unique ability to reflect our personal
stories and holds a lasting place in contemporary culture.
The scale and form of this collar is directly informed by the dramatic visual impact and construction of ruffs.

Volutes – Re-framing the familiar
This project addresses sustainable
challenges in three ways• Reusing a textile that would otherwise
have been waste.
• Presenting a familiar and iconic textile
as something precious, thus
spotlighting repurposed and
sustainable denim as a material with
huge visual and cultural value.
• In using denim as a jewellery material,
its previous life as clothing is evidence
of a human connection, enhancing
the narrative aspect of the jewellery.
The sections cut from the beads form the
brooch, so nothing goes to waste. The form
of the beads is inspired by the construction of
ruffs.

Cutoff Brooch

Cutout Bead necklace

These pieces are a combination of repurposed
and organic denim, gold leaf and recycled silver

Materials and Process
Sorting scrap denim, grading and sewing
sections, assembling inserts for brooches.

I make the pieces by hand in my workshop in Surrey, carrying out all the processes involved
myself except for casting, plating and 3D printing, which is outsourced to specialist companies
in London. The handmade nature of the jewellery ensures that high standards are maintained
and each piece is unique. The pieces are intended as one-off works or limited editions.
New organic denim was sourced from Isko
and Offset Warehouse, and a sizeable
donation of repurposed denim scraps and
offcuts from E.L.V. Denim in London.
Currently the collection encompasses a
combination of organic and repurposed
denim: I hope to refine production processes
to make repurposed denim the sole source of
material in the future.
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